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Abstract: Designing MIMO-OFDM using fixed sphere decoding detection method is implemented. The design
includes OFDM-Transmitter and receiver sending 4 signals from transmitter to receiver with fixed sphere
decoding detection method. In this paper OFDM-Transmitter process is implemented using xilinix software. In
transmitter process, includes 16 QAM,IFFT . Four signals with 16 sample values are send for transmitter . In
IFFT radix 4 _16 point is used, it reduces computational complexity. In the proposed system fixed sphere
decoding detection method is used in receiver section ,we can achieve a fast detection approach for OFDM
receiver-will detect the received signals quickly.FSD advantages is that no of visited nodes will be same for
Hard and Soft output hence they have same throughput.

I.

Introduction

In the forth coming of next generation of wireless communication system, MIMO-Multiple Input
Multiple Output will achieve high data rates for signal transmission and improve BER performance .Technique
one called Maximum Likelihood (ML) in that it faces a problem of computational complexity with more no of
transmit antennas and receiver antennas and this is not used efficiently in the view point of practical
applications. Next technique called for MIMO detection Zero Forcing Minimum ,Mean Square and V- blast.
These are also varied in point BER performance and complexity. Recent technique called Sphere Decoding(SD)
uses K-best algorithm with tree based search method, achieve reduced complexity by searching only over finite
no of symbols with radius of circle R centered at received section, here this method it is not searching all
possible combinations of transmitted symbols so it reduces computational complexity. But (SD) faces noise
levels and channel coefficient varied, during searching process it consumes time so speed is obtained as much
as we expect. Overcome all problems here we propose a method called fixed sphere decoding (FSD) detection
method it is not search very lowest tree level immediately in order to updating the radius valve, because
traversal order is very flexible in the tree a pair of parent and child nodes is indepentent

II.

Literature Survey

MLD- Maximum-like hood detector is used for MIMO detector, the complexity is high, throughput is
variable, so K-BEST Algorithm is used[1] computational complexity is less expensive and high throughput
Kwan-wai wong[1] 4 transmit and 4 receive antennas system using 16 QAM is used and achieved throughput of
10 mbits/sec[1]. K-best schnorr-euchner(KSE) decoding algorithm[2] these method is very well suited for VLSI
implementation to support soft outputs[2] Modified K-best schorr-euchner(MKSE) is used[2] , these
implementation achieves near ML-performance and high throughput detection with less complexity. A SoftOutput Modified Metric First (MMF)-LSD,[3]this reduces memory requirements they have used 4 transmit
steam with 16 &64 QAM it decrease average no of visited nodes[3] . SDM- Space Division Multiplexing[4] it
reduces radius valves just by shifting centre of constellation it reduces processing time and improves frequency
of operation and it core area is small not necessary to have large memory[4] .K-best algorithm[5] is best
suitable for higher order constellation schemes and achieved high throughput without loss of BER
performance[5] it achieved SNR with independently. Systolic soft detector architecture [6]for high dimension
here a single detector core will achieve a throughput of 215 Mbps .[7] it is a fully pipelined sorter generating
one result per clock cycle and detection rate 1.5 Gbps[7].

III.

Methodology

3.1 QAM IN OFDM
OFDM includes Transmitter process and Receiver process section .An OFDM carrier signal is the
summation number of orthogonal sub-carriers, these are independently modulated by using of quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) . Proposed system uses QAM modulation so 16 constellation points are used. In
QAM, To understand the basic idea behind the QAM approach, let x1 (t) and x2(t) be two band limited low –
frequency signals eith a bandwidth of Ωm .The two modulating signals are individually modulated by the two
carrier signals A cos(Ω0t) and A sin(Ω0t), respectively, and are summed, resulting in a composite signal y(t)
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given by y(t)=A x1(t) cos(Ω0t) + A x2(t) sin (Ωot). Two carrier signals have the same carrier frequency Ω0 but
having a phase difference of 90 degree. The carrier A cos(Ω0t) is called in-phase component and carrier A
sin(Ω0t) is called the quadrature component. The spectrum Y(jΩ) of the composite signal y(t) is now given by
Y(jΩ)=A/2{X1(j(Ω-Ω0))+X1(j(Ω+Ω0))}+A/2{X2(j(Ω-Ω0))+X2(j(Ω+Ω0)) and is seen to occupy the same
bandwidth as the modulated signal obtained by a DSB modulation. To recover the original modulating signals ,
the composite signal is multiplied by both the in-phase and the quadrature components of the carrier separately,
resulting in two signals: r1(t)=y(t) cos(Ω0t) , r2(t)=y(t) sin(Ω0t) , here four signals with each one 16 samples are
given input to QAM-16. QAM 16 produces 16 real and imaginary valves for each signals.

Fig1.1 QAM-16 CONSTELLATION MAPPING

3.2 IFFT IN OFDM
These 16 real and imaginary valves are passed to IFFT block. In IFFT radix 4_16 point is used rather
than radix 2 _16 point because it reduces computational complexity. IFFT is used in OFDM transmitter
process because IFFT eliminates individual multipliers and along with eliminates separate sinusoidal
converters. IFFT eliminates so much of using oscillators. It only need one oscillators. Radix 2_16 point uses 4
multiplier and 8 adders but radix 4_16 point uses 3 multipliers and 12 adders. These 4 input signals are
transmitted in the transmitter process successfully.
TRANSMITTER SECTION

RECEIVER SECTION

Fig 1.2 Block Diagram of Proposed System
Next in the receiver section Fixed Sphere Decoding detection method is used. Fixed Sphere Decoding , searches
over a fixed number of vectors within a circle of radius C centred at the received section. Since in FSD no of
visited nodes will be same for Hard and Soft output hence they have same throughput.

IV.

Simulation Results And Discussion

OFDM-transmitter section process was implemented and simulated by using xilinix software.
Simulation results shown in the figure 1.3 below shows that 1 signals with 16 sample value to qam input, it
produces 16 real and imaginary valves obtained. Figure 1.4, 1.4.1 , 1.4.2 shows that IFFT output by Radix4_
16 point method calculated 4 signals with 16 samples with real and imaginary valves.
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Fig 1.3 Output of QAM

Fig 1.4 output of IFFT

Fig 1.4.1output of IFFT
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Fig 1.4.2 output of IFFT

Fig 1.5 Output of Transmitter section

V.

Conclusion And Future Work

Thus designing of MIMO-OFDM in transmitter section was implemented and simulated results shown
above using xilinix software. Further receiver section will be implemented by xilinix software with a technique
called Fixed Sphere Decoding Detection method.
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